ANTIGRAM QUIZ 2

ANIL
Perth, Australia

The answers are anagrams or polyanagrams of the clues and are also in some sense their opposites or complements. Answers are out back. For one I offer two answers.

1. Pres. (4)
2. a drip (5)
3. sallied (7)
4. arty lie (7)
5. stir e’er (7)
6. scramble (7)
7. OK ever (6)
8. fret see (3 4)
9. or “eons” (6)
10. version I. (8)
11. not rise up (9)
12. sour-up art (9)
13. fad states (5 4)
14. ever “PRO” (8)
15. steep rout (6 3)
16. re nasty pal (10)
17. mismatches (10)
18. centre stage (6 5)
19. I’d cow Race. (9)
20. simply Theo (4 6)
21. 1. run 2. seat (7)
22. twit-phrased (5-6)
23. pairs “at one” (10)
24. vs. tired, diverts (7)
25. Ain’t IR, radio (11)
26. or a unity lover (13)
27. Feds over glen (4-8)
28. o’ pre-mid times (4 8)
29. senses s.’s light (5 4 4)
30. Rink? Age stroll! (6 7)
31. Soul pep’s for nil (4-10)
32. Flee (desert) mind (4-10)
33. shan’t copy phony cats (9)
34. Rogue “shit” sought ire. (9)
35. Lad sad, say, as lady sad (5 4)
36. Relents use, so sees no result. (12)